






Acquisition/Implementation

- State funded-States could depreciate 
construction cost of the 
vessel, increasing long 
term costs to agencies

- Unlikely State will be 
able to fund vessels 
>40m

- Clear ownership

- Agencies do not need to 
identify funds

California – R/V New 

Horizon

STATE GOVT

NEW 
CONSTRUCTION:

FEDERAL GOVT

- One Agency takes lead 
role

- Agencies send funds to 
lead agency

- RFP - Open competition

- Unprecedented

- Ownership unclear

- Differing agency 
policies and procurement

- Cost spread over multi-
agencies

- Agencies maintain control 
of design

- Use of design for more than 
one vessel

[None existing]Multi-Agency

- Federal Agency funds 
through Congressional     
Appropriation

- mid-size infrastructure      

(NSF)

- MREFC (NSF)

- RFP - Open competition

- Requires Congressional 
Appropriation of funds or 
increase in agency 
budget

- Full cost of design and 
time associated

- Clear ownership

- Control over design and 
acquisition process

- Single design can be used 
by multiple users to build 
multiple vessels

- Use of existing design (less 
cost)

NSF – Oceanus & 
Cape Class

Navy/NOAA – AGOR 
Class

NOAA - FSVs

Individual

Agency

IMPLEMENT-
ATIONCONSPROSEXAMPLES

METHODS OF 
ACQUISITION



Acquisition/Implementation

- Institution fundraising

- Donor initiated

- Institution initiates 
design process, begins 
construction

- Unlikely that donation will 
cover full cost of a vessel, 
especially larger vessels

- Institutions could depreciate 
cost of the vessel, increasing
longterm costs to agencies

- Donation promises may not 
be fulfilled

- During harder economic 
times, donations are less 
likely

- Agencies do not need to 
identify funds

- Acquisition may be 
faster than through 
agency acquisition

ODU – R/V SloweyDonations
(funds towards      

a vessel)

- Institution issues 
bond, initiates design 
process, begins 
construction

- Institutions could depreciate 
vessel construction cost and 
bond interest, increasing long 
term costs to agencies

- Agencies do not need to 
identify funds

UMIAMI – R/V SmithIssue Bond

- Institution identifies 
funds, initiates design 
process, begins 
construction

- Agencies have no control 
over design process and 
timeline

- Most Institutions do not 
have the funds for outright 
direct purchase

- Institutions could depreciate 
vessel construction cost, 
increasing long term costs to 
agencies

- Can not force compliance 
with ABS/USCG regulations 
for vessels under 300GT

- Clear ownership

- Agencies do not need to 
identify funds

- Acquisition may be 
faster than through 
agency acquisition

SKIO – R/V Savannah

INSTITUTION

Direct Purchase

IMPLEMENT-
ATIONCONSPROSEXAMPLES

METHODS OF 
ACQUISITION



Acquisition/Implementation

- Institution, State or 
Agency direct purchase

-Institution or State issue 
Bond

- Vessels typically <40m, 
therefore not part of Plan

- Clear ownership

- Often donated at no cost 
to institution

- STRI acquired R/V 
Urraca, former yacht

PRIVATE VESSEL

OR YACHT

- Institution, State or 
Agency direct purchase

- Institution or State issue 
Bond

-If institution purchased, 
vessel conversion costs 
could be depreciated, 
increasing longterm costs 
to agencies

- Clear ownership

- Less expensive to acquire 
than a new vessel

- Due to lower cost, greater 
potential of being within the 
purchasing realm of 
Institution or State

- UMN acquired R/V 
Blue Heron, former 
fishing vessel

- UCSD acquired R/V 
Sproul and BBSR 
acquired Weatherbird II, 
both former oil field 
supply vessels

- LDEO acquired R/V 
Ewing, former oil 
industry vessel

COMMERCIAL

VESSELS

- Federal acquisition 
(transfer) process

- Typically older vessel

- Typically vessel not 
optimally designed for 
oceanographic research

- Costly to convert for 
general oceanography

- Vessel may not be 
optimal for conducting 
research even after 
conversion

- Conversion may 
happen over several 
years

- Clear ownership

- No acquisition cost

- Clear acquisition process

- NOAA acquired Navy 
T-AGOS, T-AGs and 
YTT vessels

- NSF acquired USCG 
vessel and converted it 
to R/V Barnes

FEDERAL

VESSELS

CONVERSION OF 
EXISTING:

IMPLEMENT-
ATIONCONSPROSEXAMPLES

METHODS OF 
ACQUISITION



Acquisition/Implementation

- Industry uses 
community derived
SMRs to build vessel

- Agency Lease

- Institution Lease

- Difficult to cancel or modify lease 
agreement

- Life cycle costs are higher than 
direct purchase

- Could have significant impact on 
UNOLS fleet scheduling priorities, it 
would be desirable to keep leased 
vessels busy for economy, taking 
priority over other vessels

- Open design and 
construction process, but 
contractor has oversight

- Low front end costs

- Construction cost spread 
out over term of lease

- Payments begin when 
ship is delivered for 
science cruises

NSF OPP- R/Vs 
Palmer and Gould
(via Subcontract)

INDUSTRY BUILD

AND AGENCY

LEASE

- Agency 
Lease/Purchase

- Institution 
Lease/Purchase

- Present value of payments 
cannot be lower than outright 
purchase

- Circular 104 allows no financing 
advantage

- Costs are spread out 
over time, lower in the 
short term and higher in 
the long term 

[None existing]LEASE TO

PURCHASE

- Agency Lease

- Indirect Agency lease 
via contract to Leasor

- Institution Lease

- Overhead costs

- Transfers cost to agency operating 
budgets

- May not be a “state of the art” 
vessel to conduct oceanographic 
research

- Need long term lease authority

- Low availability (market dependent)

-Difficult to cancel or modify lease 
agreement

- Less economical to lease as vessel 
ages

- Anti-buy America (Foreign Vessel)

- Could have significant impact on 
UNOLS fleet scheduling priorities, it 
would be desirable to keep leased 
vessels busy for economy, taking 
priority over other vessels

- No direct ownership of 
the vessel

- Allow for specialized 
missions, without long-
term ties to vessel

- If science priorities 
change, a more 
appropriate vessel can 
be obtained without ties 
to old vessel at end of 
lease

- Reduces front end 
costs

NSF ODP – R/V 
JOIDES Resolution

(via subcontract)

NOAA AMLR Charter

(Foreign Vessel)

LEASE* 

DIRECT OR

SUBCONTRACT LEASE

IMPLEMENT-
ATIONCONSPROSEXAMPLES

METHODS OF 
ACQUISITION

* Lease – Technically Long-term Charter



Acquisition/Implementation

- Agency charter

- Institution grant

- Only viable for those services 
available on the open market

- Chartered crew may not 
provide the same services 
scientists are accustomed to 
receive

- Can accomplish 
specialized research 
without buying or 
converting a vessel

- Charter length can be 
short-term

NSF MGG - Drill RigCHARTER 
SPECIALIZED SHIPS

- Federal acquisition 
(transfer) process 

- Institution 
construction/conversion

OR

- Combination effort

- Ownership unclear

-Competing need for vessel 
time during peak season

- Crew – Federal or Institution?

- Vessel cost shared 
between partners

-Theoretically vessel will 
be more fully utilized

NOAA/URICOMBINATIONS & 
PARTNERSHIPS

IMPLEMENT-
ATIONCONSPROSEXAMPLES

METHODS OF 
ACQUISITION









Integrated Fleet plan vs. Non-Integrated Fleet Plan

Already developed Academic Fleet Plan may 
lose momentum

Potential delays may create political “end 
runs” by institutions to mark budgets instead 
of having an orderly plan 

Some agencies may not want to participate in 
an integrated plan for fear:

- it will slow progress for any one agency to 
move their own renewal plan forward until 
other agency plans are completed and 
compiled

- their fleet and shiptime may fall into a 
prioritization list

- their budget may be at greater risk to cuts 
when submitted as a combined effort

Could result in ship acquisition decisions that 
are based on the political influence of each 
Agency at the time the integrated plan is 
developed/completed

Broad integrated plan may lead to 
multipurpose ships that do not meet any 
agencies needs well or are unnecessarily 
expensive

OMB and Congress may be more supportive 
if they see coordination among agencies 
toward a broader management approach to 
more effectively meet and  sustain the ocean 
research vessel needs of  the research 
community  

All agency science mission requirements 
would be assembled and modernization of the 
fleets could proceed with potential  for 
multiple builds and economies of scale

More focused interagency planning on vessel 
assets could result in better leveraged 
research program resources and scheduling 
efficiencies 

Potential for better multidisciplinary designs 
serving larger spectrum of requirements

Potential that high priority vessels would be 
funded first rather than needs with most 
political clout

Could help prevent over-capitalization

An integrated plan could focus on similar 
program and ship capability needs across the 
agencies

Integrated Federal 
Oceanographic Research 
Vessel Plan

CONSPROS 



Integrated, Semi-Integrated, or 
Non-integrated FOFC Plan?

Integrated Plan

Others:
ACE, NASA, 
USGS, NPS, 

NFW, US Army

EPA 
vessels

USCG

Polar 
vessels

Navy 
Survey 
vessels

NOAA

Fleet

Academic 
Fleet

Non-Integrated 
Plan

EPA 
vessels

USCG

Polar 
vessels

Navy 
Survey 
vessels

NOAA

Fleet

Academic 
Fleet

USCG

Polar 
vessels

Navy 
Survey 
vessels

NOAA

Fleet

Academic 
Fleet

Navy 
Survey 
vessels

NOAA

Fleet

Academic 
Fleet

NOAA

Fleet

Academic 
Fleet

Academic 
Fleet 

If not all FOFC agencies want to participate in an integrated plan, how effective will a 
“semi-integrated” plan be?

Members










